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Abstract - Drug discovery is a resource consuming and 

having high attrition rates for the development of a new 

drug, most of the drugs don’t get pass the pre-clinical 

stage therefore there is a need to find and alternative 

purpose of existing drugs which will lead to a de-risked 

clinical trial. This approach is known as Drug 

Repurposing. There is a complex web structure between 

the entities resulting in the development of a new drug 

such as gene, drug, disease, protein and side-effects, A 

homogenous network will only consider relations in 

binary options among the entities but such complex 

structures require precise meaning of what relation is 

between the entities for which a heterogeneous network 

is able to model. The outcome by this will hereby 

significantly reduce the time and lower the attrition rates 

of finding new drug targets with high success possibility 

of passing the clinical trials. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

Drug repurposing is nothing but finding new medical 

uses of already existing drugs, Drug repurposing may 

allow for more systematic and substantially less expensive 

methods in the discovery of new treatments for diseases, 

when compared to traditional drug development 

repurposing of drug takes less time, traditional drug 

development takes average of 14 years to discover a new 

drug whereas drug repurposing take 10 years. The process 

of discovering new drug is a complex one which requires 

knowledge from numerous biological and chemical 

domains such as the  mechanism of action by which the 

disease is caused must be understood so that the drug can 

be used to treat it, there is lots of data and information 

available on drugs databases. 

Compared with experimental approaches that utilize 

actual drugs for screening, computational approaches are 

both time-efficient and cost-effective. Computational 

approaches involve machine learning, text mining, 

network analysis and knowledge graphs[1]. increasingly 

researchers are looking for new ways via which the drug 

discovery process can be undertaken, both in a more cost-

effective manner and with a higher probability of success. 

Graphs have long been used in the life sciences as they are 

well suited to the complex interconnected systems often 

studied in the domain[2]. Homogeneous graphs have, for 

example, been used extensively to study protein-protein 

interaction networks, where each vertex in the graph 

represents a protein, and edges capture interactions 

between them. Knowledge graphs are heterogeneous data 

representations, where both the vertices and edges can be 

of multiple different types, allowing for more complex 

and nuanced relationships to be captured. In the context of 

drug discovery, the vertices (commonly known as entities) 

in a knowledge graph could represent key elements such 

as genes, disease or drugs – with the edge types capturing 

different categories of interaction between them. As an 

example of where having distinct edge types could be 

crucial, an edge between a drug and disease entity could 

indicate that the drug has been proven clinically successful 
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in treating the disease. Conversely, an edge between the 

same two entities could mean the drug was assessed but 

ultimately proved unsuccessful in alleviating the disease, 

thus failing the clinical trial. Homogeneous graph has been 

used to study PPI network and disease association not 

showcasing the complex relations which a heterogeneous 

network is able to show as a crucial distinction in the 

precise meaning of the relationship between the two 

entities cannot be captured by a simple binary option[3]. 

2. RELATED WORK 

We have gone through various research works of the 

people as mentioned below:  

[1] They worked on covid-19 disease, implemented 

three network-medicine drug-repurposing algorithms that 

relay on AI, network diffusion and network proximity 

which is used to calculate diffusion state distance to derive 

a similarity metric for pair of nodes. The network consists 

of 3 distinct types of entities drugs, proteins and diseases 

and with 4 types of edges. The network proximity can 

improve the specificity between different expressible 

genes. The problem in this approach is there is  absence of 

ground truth for validation of the algorithm on human 

organism. 

[2] Presented machine learning technique on 

Alzheimer’s disease, it uses a specific drug associated 

gene list for feature selection and evaluates a predictor of 

Alzheimer's disease, drugs which were found to be 

targeting proteins associated with the disease were 

repurposed through connectivity maps. Accelerating 

Medicines Partnership - Alzheimer’s Disease (AMP-AD) 

effort. They focused on gene expression measurements, 

because it provides a natural connection between 

preclinical cell culture platforms, here perturbation 

experiments can be carried out, and patient-derived tissue 

specimens. Gene expression also features prominently in 

previous drug repositioning efforts focused on aging and 

AD with several approaches making use of the 

Connectivity Map and related tools [5]. The drawback is 

it gives a biased association between the side effects of the 

drug and the stage of the disease. 

[3] In this network model, protein-protein interaction 

and drug target interaction were made, so that we can 

estimate how efficiently the drug is working on the target 

disease. A network is built by an inhouse program called 

AutoNet, it includes of a database made up of pathways, 

protein-protein interactions, meta pathways and drug 

target interactions from drugbank[ 6]. A proximity 

method with proximity distance calculated as a mean of 

the shortest distances between any drug and each of the 

above modules. Limited existing knowledge about the 

disease resulted in focusing on the evaluation of a small 

number of candidates. 

[4] Transcriptome data for COVID-19 and 21 diseases 

were retrieved from GEO database to analyse the RNA 

sequence limma and deseq2 R libraries were used and 

non-Euclidian separation distance measures the distance 

between two disease specific modules. The distance 

between associated target and associated gene were 

preserved with a randomization approach [7]. Limitation 

is the hypothesis generated through computation need to 

be tested and validated experimentally. 

[5] Past events of clinical trials on patients by testing 

multiple candidates and inferring through the large-scale 

medical claims database [8]. It is demonstrated on 

coronary artery disease. In this approach Randomized 

clinical trials for drugs were considered. Electronic health 

records have the presence of uncertainty. 

[6] Korea chemical bank drug repurposing database 

was used to investigate potential drugs for COVID-19 

through a virtual screening method with a program called 

GOLD (Genetic Optimization for Ligand Docking) and 

molecular dynamic simulation. This virtual screening has 

a high throughput in screening through vast number of 
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drugs. Binding free energy calculation is very computer 

intensive [9]. 

[7] Knowledge embeddings are an important aspect for 

predicting the missing links between the entities. The low 

dimension representation of the entities and relations to 

predict the possible outcome of a given triple. Multiple 

hyper parameters for various optimizers can be changed. 

They can produce results only with combination of well-

tuned approaches and doing manual hyper parameter 

optimization. 

[8] It leverages path-based learning and representation 

learning with logical rules through a graph traversal 

method and evolving deterministically with meta paths 

among the entities. Logical rules are written in the form of 

triplets for giving the relations in generic form. It does not 

consider relevant bar medical prediction data which 

hampers the link prediction process. 

[9] It utilizes knowledge bases by extracting data 

triplet from it and then it is integrated into a knowledge 

graph then modelled into a graph data thereby created a 

drug centric model. It uses a path-based representation for 

the data and calculating the overall path cost in a 

normalized manner. It does not consider embedding base 

representation for the relations thereby not utilizing the 

full potential of triplets. 

[10] The virtual ligand library consisting of 61 reported 

antiviral agents are studied through a molecular docking 

process on the proteins of COVID-19 after which 

repurposing is done. 

The docking interactions are of high accuracy. 

Molecular docking is very intensive on computer 

simulation with many constrains to be optimized. 

[11] It uses a variational graph auto encoder with graph 

embeddings derived from the TDD base. Multi relational 

graph neural networks are used to represent the biological 

interaction with validation done through biological means. 

PPI and drug adverse effects are taken into consideration 

for repurposing. The knowledge graph was not 

comprehensive and up to date with the required 

interactions for link prediction. 

[12] It uses genetics informed network by targeting the 

pathways between genes and the interactions between 

different molecules are considered resulting in the 

development of the disease network with validation and 

experimental models. Multiple combinations of 

associated genes are used for the disease network. 

Validation is only done through experiments using animal 

models 

[13] A molecular compounds similarity prediction 

model for computing four different compound-compound 

similarity scores based on bio activity, chemical structure, 

target enzyme and protein with similar biological and 

physiochemical properties. It helps in identifying novel 

drug targets and indications [16]. The model is highly 

dependent on the structural properties of the compounds. 

[14] It uses the Connectivity Map Approach (CMAP) 

and structural based virtual screening to repurpose the 

drugs against selected targets. CMAP helps to find 

functional connections with mode of action of the drug. 

Prevalence of uncertainty in the bio activity of drugs is 

present [17]. 

[15] It uses a frozen pre trained transformer to find the 

relations among unstructured text between multiple 

entities with representation of knowledge in a distinct and 

predictive manner. Text mining gives us semantic 

representation of the scientific literature on drugs. The 

only metric used for validating the model is F1-Score 

which is not significant in real world performance [18]. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

We aim to reposition drug that have been previously 

tested in clinical trials and show new indications for them.   
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 In this project, we proposed an approach that combines 

literature-based discovery and knowledge graph 

completion for drug repurposing. Unlike similar efforts 

that largely focused on drug-specific knowledge, we 

incorporated knowledge from a wider range of 

biomedical literature. 

The approach proposed here is not specific to a disease 

and can be used to repurpose drugs for other diseases [4]. 

It can also be generalized to answer other clinical 

questions, such as discovering drug-drug interactions or 

identifying drug adverse effects.  Innovative 

computational methods leveraging existing biomedical 

knowledge and infrastructure could help us plan for, 

respond to, and mitigate the effects of global health crises. 

Drug repurposing is a key piece of this response, and our 

approach provides an efficient computational method to 

facilitate this goal. Knowledge graph is given as the input 

to a Knowledge Embedding model using the DGL-KGE 

(Deep Graph Library – Knowledge Graph Embeddings) 

library which learns the best representation of the 

relations such that the domain specific knowledge is 

retained through the low dimensional vectors of each 

entity and relation. The embeddings are used to calculate 

a plausible scalar value of a new relation between the 

head and tail which is analogous to a drug being 

repurposed for a new therapeutic effect and a new 

phenotype. The drugs are ranked in the descending order 

of similarity score for a specific disease, target, gene or 

side effect. The modules  

Include in our project are: 

 Building the knowledge graph:  

   We use CTDbase to find drug-target interactions, 

pathways, and gene/drug-phenotype relationships to 

build the knowledge graph. This graph had four types of 

nodes and five types of edges which included PPI, drug 

target interaction, biological pathways and 

gene/drugphenotype interactions. 

 Embedding using graph neural network:  

   We used deep graph neural embedding with multi-

relational data, and we used variation graph auto-

encoders with message passing neural networks to 

account for uncertainty, learn the graph distribution, and 

reconstruct missing interactions using node embeddings 

in a supervised manner 

 Evaluating the knowledge graph embedding:  

 We used the t-SNE plot to validate the confidence of a 

knowledge network embedding by viewing lower 

dimensional projection and observing the distribution of 

high dimensional node embedding 

 Initial drug ranking: 

 The model is created to choose the most effective 

medications after the drug embeddings have been 

determined, these were extracted from NIH clinical trials 

using a customized neural network based on Bayesian 

probabilistic inference. 

 Population based validation:  

 The investigation of drugs administered to the particular 

disease was estimated using optum EHR database. 

 Drug combination search:  

Our strategy was to test the hypothesis that a "drug 

combination has a theuraptic impact if the targets of the 

individual medications hit the disease module but the 

target has a different neighborhood" based on the pattern. 

4. RESULTS 

Our strategy was to test the hypothesis that a "drug 

combination has a theuraptic impact if the targets of the 

individual medications hit the disease module but the 

target has a different neighborhood" based on the pattern. 

We took DRKG dataset, which consist of 97,238 entities 

and 5,874,261 triplets belonging to 107 edge-types. 
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Fig  1: ANALYZING THE GENERATE RELATION    

EMBEDDING SIMILARITY 

 

Fig  2: PAIR-WISE RELATION EMBEDDING COSINE 

SIMILARITY 

 

Fig  3: ANALYZING THE GENERATE ENTITY 

EMBEDDING SIMILARITY 

 

Fig  4: EVALUATING WHETHER THE LEARNED KGE 

MODEL CAN PREDICT THE EDGES OF DRKG 

 

Fig  5: EVALUATING HOW SIMILAR ARE THE 

PREDICTED LINKS AMONG DIFFERENT RELATION 

TYPES 

After building the model we have given covid -19 clinical 

trials drugs as input. It will display the output as shown 

below. 

 

Fig  6: REPURPOSED DRUGS FOR COVID-19  

5. CONCLUSION 

Repositioning the drug which has been previously tested 

in clinical trials and show new indications for them. Find 

the multiple combinations of drugs either as beneficial or 

having toxic consequences in interaction with the 

biological system. Bias evident in different data sources 
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is removed in this heterogeneous graph. Meaningful 

evaluation of multiple relation types as a single metric is 

to done. Common metric is used considering the 

influence on real world experimentation.  

 

6. FUTURE SCOPE 

To circumvent most of the expensive drug discovery 

processes and increase their productivity by reducing the 

discovery and development timeline. The 

pharmacokinetic profiles of the future candidates are to 

be predicted accurately. The molecular dynamics 

simulation of the drug with the protein at the binding 

pocket with high binding affinity is to be integrated. The 

clinical trials of the new drug must be predicted 

beforehand to reduce the attrition rate of the new drugs.  
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